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ABSTRACT
An analysis of the distribution of radar echoes of varying inten­
sities and their relationship to cloud-to-ground lightning discharges. 
The study is based on I5IO radar observations and on lightning observa­
tions from 28 lookouts during July and August of I963. Resultant 
cumulative frequency curves indicate probable numbers of cloud-to-ground 
lightning discharges that can be expected in areas exposed to convective 
activity seen on radar as weak, moderate, and strong echoes. Radar is 
shown to be a valuable though not infallible meteorological tool when 
applied to lightning research.
LOCATION OF STUDY AREA
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INTRODUCTION
"During one 10-day period in July of 1^40, the National Forests 
of western Montana and northern Idaho reported 1,488 lightning fires.
In this period, 335 lightning fires occurred in one 24—hour period."
Western Montana and northern Idaho are richly endowed with moun­
tains, forests, and streams. These assets contribute to the livelihood 
of the people throu^ the recreation and lumber industries. Lightning- 
caused fires, burning forests and ruining watersheds, sap these valuable 
resources. Researchers, through investigations of fuels, fire physics, 
fire control, and fire meteorology, seek ways and means that can be 
utilized in combatting these fires.
Project Skyfire, conducted by the U.S. Forest Service, is 
investigating the application of weather modification techniques to 
the problem of preventing or reducing the number of these costly 
lightning-caused fires. A thorough knowledge of lightning and of the 
storms that unleash it is an essential part of the project. This study 
reports an attempt to utilize available information about cloud-to-ground 
lightning discharges and to establish a relationship between the light? 
ning discharges and the convective cells of varying intensities that 
produced them.
Donald M. Fuquay, Project Skyfire Progress Report. Intermoun­
tain Forest and Range Exp. Sta., U.S. Forest Serv., U.S. Dep. Agr., 
Ogden, Utah, Res. Paper yi, 1958-19^0, p. 1.
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND THE STUDY AREA
I. PROBLEM
The problem involved in this study is one in applied meteorol­
ogy. Cartography is employed as a tool. Two types of data, (l) radar
depiction of convective cells and (2) observations of cloud-to-ground 
lightning discharges were put into a form that would lend itself to 
objective analysis. Daily totals of cloud-to-ground lightning dis­
charges as reported by ground observers were entered on maps portraying 
observed radar echoes of varying intensities. These maps were the raw 
material for the study. Lightning data and radar data for corresponding 
unit areas were studied in an attempt to answer the question:
If an area of known size is exposed to convective activity that
is "seen" on radar as "strong", "moderate", or "weak" echoes, how
many cloud-to-ground lightning discharges can one expect will occur 
over this same area?
II. STUDY AREA
The study area is an annulus, a concentric zone 100 nautical 
miles across, extending outward from 25 to 125 nautical miles from the 
U.S. Weather Bureau radar on Point Six Mountain. The radar is located 
on the summit at an elevation of just under 8,000 ft. m.s.l. The 
selection of this area for this study was made because of the availabil­
ity of two types of data: (l) Weather Bureau radar data and (2) Forest
Service data on cloud-to-ground lightning strikes.
The study area is situated, for the most part, in western 
Montana and northern Idaho, with its northern portion extending over 
the Canadian border into extreme southeastern British Columbia and 
extreme southwestern Alberta. Physiographically, the study area lies 
within the northern Rooky Mountain province with its northeastern edge 
merging into the western Great Plains.
The Weather Bureau's WSR-57 radar has an effective range of 
250 miles. The Point Six radar is located in mountainous country.
This causes a serious ground-return problem. Nearby mountains cause 
the radar signal to bounce resulting in a "bloom" on the radarsoope. 
Since this ground return is so strong near the center of the radarsoope, 
thus making it difficult to pick out radar echoes, the area within 
25 miles of the radar was not considered in this study. The outer limit 
of the study area was fixed at 125 miles to minimize the effects of 
earth curvature and consequent overshooting of convective activity by 
the radar.
Climatologically, the area is well suited for the study of con­
vective storms and associated lightning. Convective cloud development
is fostered by two effects peculiar to mountainous areas, the "barrier"
2effect and the "high level heat source" effect. When moving air 
encounters a barrier, as it frequently does in the Rockies, orographic 
processes provide it with upward impetus contributing to vertical
2Roscoe R. Braham, Jr. and Milton Draginis, "Roots of Orographic 
Cumuli", Cumulus Dynamics. Proceedings of the First Conference on 
Cumulus Convectionl (New York: Pergamon Press, I960), pp. I-3.
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development of convective type clouds. "High level heat sources" are 
found on slopes exposed to sunshine. Since the sun is never overhead 
in the latitude of the northern Rockies^ slopes rather than horizontal 
surfaces are usually more perpendicular to the sun's rays and thus 
receive more radiation per unit area. The result is "convective hot 
spots"3 on southwest exposures, slopes that become more perpendicular 
to the sun's rays as the azimuth angle of the sun becomes more southerly 
on a summer afternoon. Thermal activity is more common, stronger, and 
higher over mountains than over lower elevations.
Convective activity occurs frequently in the study area during 
July and August. During July and August of I963, there were fifty-five 
days when sufficient water mass was present in the atmosphere to result 
in radar echoes. The composite maps in the Appendix show that there 
were precipitation targets in the area that produced radar echoes 
exceeding 30,000 feet in height on thirty-seven days (or 67 per cent) 
of these fifty-five days. Tables II through V show that cloud-to-ground 
lightning was observed in the study area on forty-one days (or 75 per 
cent) of the fifty-five days. (See Appendix I.)
^Bernard A. Silverman, "The Effect of a Mountain on Convection", 
Cumulus Dynamics. Proceedings of the First Conference on Cumulus Convec­
tion. (New York: Pergamon Press, I960), pp. 24-25*
CHAPTER II 
DATA SOURCES 
I. PROJECT SKYFIRE
Project Skyfire is one of the tv/o sources of raw data used in 
this study. I feel the project is of sufficient interest to warrant 
inclusion of a few paragraphs describing its origin and its objectives:
The long-range lightning research program conducted by the U. S, 
Forest Service has been named "Project Skyfire." It is a study of 
the meteorological problems associated with lightning-caused forest 
fires. The project has two primary objectives:
1. To obtain a better understanding of the occurrence and char­
acteristics of lightning storms and lightning-caused fires in the 
northern Rocky Mountain region.
2 . To investigate the possibility of preventing or reducing the 
number of lightning-caused fires through cloud modification.^
Dr. Vincent I. Schaefer of the General Electric Research Labora­
tory first seeded a cloud with dry ice'and caused snow to fall to the 
ground on November 13, 1^46. Since that time "rain making" has intrigued 
many individuals. One of them, Mr. H. T. Gisborne, chief of fire 
research for the U.S. Forest Service's Region One, met with Dr. Schaefer 
in Schenectady to discuss the possibility of causing clouds that are 
passing over forest fires to drop some of their moisture on the fires. 
Dr. Schaefer suggested to Gisborne that a more profitable application of
D. M. Fuquay and R. G. Baughman, Proj ect Skyfire Lightning 
Research. Final Report to the National Science Foundation. Intermoun­
tain Forest and Range Exp. Sta., U.S. Forest Serv., U.S. Dep. Agr., 
December 1, I962, p. 1,
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cloud seeding might result from the direct approach of attempting to 
reduce or stop the formation of lightning in the clouds.
The Forest Service experiment station at Priest River, Idaho
became the scene of the first systematic attempts to evaluate the
problem of lightning occurrence and to use cloud seeding to suppress 
lightning. In 1952 the Munitalp Foundation, a private, nonprofit organ-
I
ization, dedicated to basic research in meteorology, as part of a 
worldwide study, took time-lapse movies of cloucLs from mountain-summit 
fire-lookout stations in northern Idaho. As a result of this initial 
effort, a cloud study network of twenty-five lookout stations was set 
up for 1953' This was known as Project Skyfire.
The evolution of Project Skyfire has brought it to the forefront
in lightning research. It is now in the midst of an investigation of 
cloud seeding and its effect on electrical storms utilizing sophisti­
cated electronic techniques to determine whether seeding can change the 
frequency and character of lightning. The network of observing forest 
lookouts has been revised and expanded to cover a representative area 
of the northern Rocky Mountains.
Project Skyfire provides a unique fund of information for the 
researcher. There are no comparable data dealing with cloud-to-ground 
lightning counts. These data are enhanced by the presence of a weather 
surveillance radar at a point near the hub of the network of lookouts.
II. POINT SIX RADAR
The U.S. Weather Bureau announced in 195^ that it was negotiating 
for purchase of thirty-nine weather surveillance radars. A number of 
these were earmarked for location in the Gulf Coast's hurricane warning 
network. The remainder were to be located in areas of greatest need.
W. R. Krumm, fire weather forecaster in Missoula, put in a bid for one 
of the thirty-nine. The radar installation was to be a joint Forest 
Service-Weather Bureau operation. The bid was favorably received and 
Missoula's Point Six Mountain is now topped by a dome, housing a WSR-57 
weather surveillance radar.
J. S. Barrows, then chief of the forest fire research in Missoula, 
said of the radar in 1959*
The U.S. Weather Bureau is now preparing to install the first 
mountaintop weather radar unit on an 8,000-foot peak near Missoula. 
This pioneer unit should be the forerunner of a new system for 
observing storms, area precipitation, and other atmospheric vari­
ables. The research which this new radar unit will facilitate may 
lead to the development throughout the West, including Alaska, of 
a new technology for the detection and tracking of lightning storms, 
area evaluation of fire-danger ratings as influenced by precipitation, 
and a warning system for meteorological events which influence fire 
control operations. 5
S. Barrows, "Forest Fire Research During the Next Fifty Years 
of Western Forestry" (unpublished paper presented at Annual Meeting of 
Western Forest Fire Research Council, Western Forestry and Conservation 
Association, Spokane, Washington, December 8, 1959); P*
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A U.S. Weather Bureau information release in I960 described the 
radar installation as :
A cooperative project of the Weather Bureau, the Forest Service, 
and the Corps of Engineers. The radar station will be used for 
research in locating and tracking lightning storms. The origin and 
path of the storms will be studied and eventually attempts will be 
made to dissipate the storms before they can do any damage. The 
Forest Service is intensely interested in the project since light­
ning causes untold numbers of forest fires each year. The Weather 
Bureau is interested in the research and forecasting possibilities 
of the project. The Corps of Engineers is interested because of 
the flood control aspects.
The $500,000 project was carried out by the Weather Bureau, with the
Corps of Engineers contributing 10 per cent of the cost. The Forest
Service contribution was construction of an eight-mile access road at a
cost of $185,000.
The radar unit went into operation in November I96I, manned by a 
staff of five trained in radar meteorology and has operated on a twenty- 
four-hour basis since then. Studies such as this one have become more 
frequent as data become available from both Project Skyfire operations 
and the Point Six radar.
CHAPTER III
DATA
I. RADAR DATA
"During the summer of I963, a special (convective) cell study was 
undertaken using the WSR-5? radar on Point Six Mountain, 7,9^3 feet 
m.s.l., eight miles north of Missoula."^ In the course of this study. 
Weather Bureau personnel took as many as seventy-one (a maximum of 
seventy-two, three per hour, were scheduled) radar observations daily 
through July and August.
Data were collected for the period July 1, 19^3 through August 3i, 
1963. July and August were selected for this study for two reasons: 
First, because these two months represent the peak period for convective 
activity, and second, because Forest Service lookouts are manned through 
this period making it possible to get lightning information from them.
The year 1963 was chosen because the Weather Bureau's special convective 
cell study required more frequent radar observations ; hence, more infor­
mation was available for this study.
The radar observations consisted of tracings of echoes as they 
appeared on the PPI (plan position indicator) scope of the radar. These 
"echoes" are the depiction on a cathode ray tube of those parts of
R. Granger, W. H. Henning, R. L. Murray, and others. Radar— A 
Fire Weather Tool (A Convective Analysis by Radar). Progress Report on 
WSR-57 radar. U.S. Weather Bureau, 1964, p. 2.
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clouds within which there are large quantities of water either in the 
liquid or frozen state. The intensity of the echo is dependent on the 
mass of water or ice in a unit volume of cloud.
The Weather Bureau observer who mans the radarsoope has as one of 
his prime responsibilities compilation of a record of radar echoes of 
three observed intensities. At the time of each scheduled observation, 
nine decibels of attenuation are introduced into the radar's receiving 
system, lowering its sensitivity and thereby eliminating very weak 
echoes from the scope. The observer then outlines the remaining weak, 
moderate, and strong echoes on the surface of the radarsoope with a 
black wax marker. He then increases the attenuation to twenty-four 
decibels, eliminates the weak echoes, and outlines the remaining moder­
ate and strong echoes in red. Thirty-nine decibels eliminate the mod­
erate echoes, leaving only the strong echoes which are outlined in green. 
He then places a map of the northern Rocky Mountains on the radarsoope, 
orienting it with the Point Six radar antenna location in its proper 
position at the center of the scope. The echoes are then traced onto 
the overlay map in appropriate colors. (See Figure 1.)
The three classifications of radar echo intensity (weak,moderate, 
and strong) are derived from the Weather Bureau's Rainfall Intensity 
Chart. The Rainfall Intensity Chart is a tool used for determining theo­
retical, instantaneous rates of rainfall and is based on Rattan's"^ radar
?Louis J. Battan, Radar Meteorology. (Chicago, Illinois: Univer­
sity of Chicago Press, 1959)̂  p. 62.
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This is a facsimile of one of forty-three radar observa­
tions that were recorded at the U.S. Weather Burean Station, 
Missoula, Montana on July l4, 1963* It represents the WSR-57 
radar's depiction of convective activity at 122h MST on that 
date.
Figure 1
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storm equation. If the level of sensitivity of the radar receiver at 
which an individual radar eoho disappears from the radarsoope is known, 
then it is possible to refer to the chart and find a calculated rainfall 
rate in lOOths of inches per hour for the convective cell represented by 
the echo in question. This rainfall rate, as indicated on the chart, is 
then the determining factor in deciding whether the echo is considered 
to be weak, moderate, or strong.
The radar data used in this study consisted of 1,510 map over­
lays prepared by the radar observers during the period July 1 through 
August 31, 1563. These were made available through the courtesy of the 
U.S. Weather Bureau office in Missoula.
The problem of putting 1,510 observations of radar echoes into 
workable form was approached cartographically. In order that an inves­
tigator could examine each day's radar information as one unit, all of 
the observations for a given day were entered on a single map; thu^ a 
composite of all the radar echoes that were seen and recorded by the 
radar observer during the twenty-four-hour period was produced. The 
sixty-two resultant composite maps portray those areas which, during a 
calendar day, have been exposed to convective activity that is reflected 
on radar as weak, moderate, or strong echoes. (See Figure 2 .)
II. LIGHTNING DATA
Cloud-to-ground lightning discharge data were compiled from 
Project Skyfire files at the Northern Forest Fire Laboratory in Missoula, 
Montana.
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Selected forest lookouts in the northern Rocky Mountains have 
made observations of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges for Project 
Skyfire since 1955* Twenty-eight of these lookouts are within the study 
area. Compilation of the lightning data was simply a matter of tabulat­
ing the daily lightning counts as reported by the twenty-eight lookouts 
for the sixty-two-day period. Data blocks were printed on the composite 
maps at each lookout location and the daily lightning counts entered 
in the appropriate blocks. The sixty-two composite maps constitute the 
basic data used in this study.
III. POSSIBLE ERRORS IN DATA
Mention should be made of possible errors in both radar and 
lightning data. The human element.involved in the collection of these 
data injects some observer subjectivity into the process with consequent 
possibility of error.
First, as concerns the lightning data, there is the problem of 
how well an observer can confine his observations to a twenty-mile 
radius v/hile counting lightning discharges. Daylight hours do not pre­
sent a major problem since the observer can select landmarks to serve 
as guides. At night, however, with lightning showing to better advan­
tage and landmarks being invisible, there arises the possibility that 
the observer will err in delineating his twenty-mile perimeter. Statis­
tics compiled by Project Skyfire indicate that 83 per cent of lightning 
storms during July and August occur during daylight hours. This would 
tend to minimize possible error involved in nighttime observations.
Ik
Perhaps more significant would be the error involved when a storm moves 
directly over a lookout. Since the observer's field of vision is lim­
ited, he would necessarily miss some of the cloud-to-ground lightning 
occurring outside of his field of vision.
Errors are possible in the radar observations. The area of 
observation (the radarsoope) is well defined, but there are variables 
involved. The difference in the ability to distinguish faint echoes on 
the radarsoope could cause one observer to maintain that a given echo 
disappeared from the radarsoope at nine decibels attenuation while a 
second observer maintained that he could see it until twelve decibels 
of attenuation had been introduced. This would mean that one observer 
would be recording the presence of "very weak" echoes while the second 
would record the presence of "weak" echoes.
The one error occurring in data collection that was corrected in 
this study dealt with the omission of echoes when the radar observer 
prepares his overlay map. The radar observer has other observational 
forms to prepare and other functions to perform. It is possible for him 
to miss' echoes entirely. When preparing the composite maps for this 
study, it was found that in I9 cases of a possible 1,73^̂  lookouts were 
reporting lightning within a twenty-mile radius and no radar echoes had 
been recorded for the area. All but 2 of these cases were resolved 
by inspecting Weather Bureau radar film and other observations. In 
8 cases, the Weather Bureau's radar film record^ showed echoes within
^The Weather Bureau's radar film record was not continuous for 
the sixty-two-day period, July-August I963; hence, could not be used as 
a primary data source.
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tv/enty miles of the lookouts and in 9 oases, written notes on obser­
vations indicated the presence of weak echoes in the area. The 
remaining 2 cases (August 6, Colorado Lookout and August 12, Thoma 
Lookout) were disregarded for purposes of this study since no evidence 
of echoes was available.
It is possible that some of the "very weak" echoes eliminated 
from consideration by the observational policy of the Weather Bureau 
could have been significant. The term "dry thunderstorm" or "dry light­
ning" is heard periodically from those who are concerned with the for­
est fire problem. These terms describe the electrical storms that occur 
without precipitation or with very little precipitation. Since radar 
is aependent on the mass of water in a cloud for its capability to see
the cloud, a "dry" electrical storm could be missed entirely or be seen
by the radar as a very wealc echo if the mass of water in the cloud were
small. It is conceivable that this may have occurred in the cases at
Colorado and Thoma Lookouts.
There is error involved in both the radar and the lightning data; 
however, the human element involved in the observations makes it dif­
ficult objectively to assess the extent of the error. The data remain 
unique— they are lightning counts with concurrent radar observations.
I feel that the most likely error would occur when a storm is directly 
over the lookout or when two storms are occurring simultaneously, one 
on one side of the lookout and- one on the other. The result would be 
a lightning count somewhere on the low side of the true count.
CHAPTER IV 
DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS
In the search for an objective and meaningful method of analysis, 
it was considered impractical to attempt analysis of the entire area 
from 25 to 125 miles outward from the Point Six radar. Radar data are 
available for the entire area but lightning data are confined to the 
twenty-mile radius area around the twenty-eight observing lookouts. The 
twenty-eight unit areas represent a total of 35^220 square miles. Each 
unit area is 1,2^6 square miles. When the Skyfire lightning observing 
network was set up, an attempt was made to get the best possible cover­
age from a selected group of operational forest lookouts. As can be seen 
in Figure 2, large sections of the 47,235-square-mile study area are 
without coverage and in other sections there is overlapping of observa­
tional unit areas. This is most pronounced in the southeast quadrant. 
Black Pine Lookout was, in 1^63, the base of field operations for Project 
Skyfire; nearby Cable Mt. and Emerine Lookouts were asked to make 
regular lightning counts and to make other observations connected with 
the field operations; hence, a greater number of observing lookouts 
was set up in that area. Though the unit areas do overlap in certain 
areas, in each case there is a value representing the number of cloud- 
to-ground lightning strikes that were observed by the lookout for each 
calendar day and there is information on the intensity of the radar 
echoes produced by convective activity over the same area on the same 
calendar day.
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Examination of the first few composite radar data maps brought 
out an interesting problem. A disproportionate number of strong echoes 
was appearing close to the radar. The radar did not "see" as well at 
100 miles as it did at ^0 miles. Radial divergence of the radar signal 
is the primary cause of this shortcoming of the VifSR-57 radar. The radar 
beam is cone shaped, two degrees at the apex, fanning out as it leaves 
the radar antenna. If the beam hits a meteorological target at close 
range, it will still be small enough so that the entire beam will hit 
the target. If, however, it hits a convective cell at a distance of 
125 iniles, its diameter is then slightly over 5 miles. The meteorologi­
cal target that the beam hits is generally complex, made of numerous 
convective cells, some building, some at their peaJs: of development, and 
some merely remnants— the ice from decaying cumulonimbus. That portion 
of the beam that is not filled by the target is lost with no chance of 
getting back to the antenna. The angle at which the beam is reflected 
governs the portion of the beam that can return to the antenna. Prime 
meteorological targets are water drops and hail, neither of which lend 
themselves to reflecting a large part of the beam straight back to the 
antenna; hence, only a fraction of the transmitted beam can come back to 
the antenna. The closer the meteorological target, the smaller and more 
concentrated the beam will- be, and in consequence, the better the -chances 
• will be of a larger part of the beam returning to the antenna to be con­
verted to a visible echo on the radarsoope.
The calculated loss in radar signal is illustrated in Figures 3 
and 4. Figure 3 represents the loss in watts/m.^ received at the antenna
18
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and. in decibels. (See Glossary of Terms.) The curve represents a best 
fit between five computed values. Figure k represents the effect of 
moving a hypothetical convectivô cell away from the radar, for example, 
the weak cell requiring nine decibels of attenuation to cause it to 
disappear from the radarscope at 25 miles, would not show as an echo of 
any kind at 75 miles.
The study area was divided into two annuli, or zones, one extend­
ing from 25 to 75 miles from the Point Six radar, the other from 75 to
125 miles from the radar. This was done to give a better picture of the 
relationship between the lightning counts and the radar echoes in view 
of the diminishing ability of the radar to see with increased distance.
An acetate overlay, prepared by scribing a circle representing a 
twenty-mile radius around each lookout location, was brought into use in 
extracting data from the maps. With the overlay properly oriented on 
the map, each "case"^ was examined. (See Figure 2.) Of the 1,73^ cases 
(28 for ^^ch day) during July and August of I563, there were 75^ with 
radar echoes. The following information was recorded for each case:
(See Table I.) the type of echoes that were recorded for the case area 
for the calendar day and the number of cloud-to-ground lightning dis­
charges that were observed by the lookout during the same period. Two 
tabulations were made, one for each of the two zones into which the 
study area had been divided. From these daily tabulations came a sum­
mary, one tabulation with two major headings listing those lightning
"case" as used in this study consists of one unit area of a 
twenty-mile radius around a lookout, considered for a calendar day, 
with its appropriate radar echo types and daily cloud-to-ground lightning 
discharge total.
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TABLE I
TABULATION OF RADAR AND LIGHTNING DATA FOR 
STUDY AREA LOOKOUTS, JULY I963
25- To Zone
Lookout CG'S
Echoes
Strong Moderate Weak
Black Pine 107 X X X
Cable 8 X X
Camel's Hump 86 X X
Cooney 36 X X X
Dalton 9 X X
Ernenine 5 X X X
Hidden Pk. 5 X X X
Junction 3 X X
Patrol 13 X X X
Sliderock 16 X X X
Stark NM X X
75“ To 129-Mile Zone
Bald Mtn. 0
Big Swede 0 X
Coeur d' Alene 0
Colorado 88 X X X
Coolwa'cer 42 X X X
Desert 12 X X
Gem Pk. 3 X
Half Dome NM X X
Hell's 1/2 Acre 14 X
Hemlock 16 X X
Jersey 0 X
Lookout Mtn. 0 X X
Meadow Pk. 1 X X
Monument 1 1 X
O'Dell 18 1 X X
Highland 26 1 X
Thoma NM I 
1
X
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discharge counts observed in the 25- to zone and those in the
75- to 125-mile zone. These were in turn subdivided to show the counts 
observed concurrently with strong, moderate, or weak echoes— three 
categories for each zone. This information was then used in the con­
struction of the six probability curves in Figures 5 s-nd 6 .
There were forty-six cases in the 75- to 125-mile zone with 
strong echoes. Of these, five showed no observed lightning, the remain­
ing 4l cases (or 89 per cent) showed one or more observed lightning 
discharges. This value of 89 per cent was plotted on graph paper at the 
appropriate ordinate value above an abscissa value of one (one or more 
lightning discharges). Four-cycle semilogarithmic paper was used for 
convenience because of the great range in lightning count values— from 
1 to 725* The procedure described above was carried out for each light­
ning discharge total, taking each in ascending order. Moving further 
along, 23 cases (or 50 per cent) of the cases with strong echoes in the 
75“ io 125-mile zone had observed totals of 64 or more lightning 
discharges. This resulted in a plotted point at an ordinate value of 
50 per cent and an abscissa value of 64. The result was a series of 
46 points that produced the "best fit" curve in Figure 6 that is labeled 
"strong echoes". Repeating this procedure for the other five tabula­
tions produced the curves found in Figures 5 &nd 6 .
Given a convective situation that produces strong, moderate, or 
weak echoes in either of the two zones, it is possible to refer to the 
curves, Figures 5 or 6, and read from the graph the probable number of 
cloud-to-ground lightning discharges t'hat one can expect to observe in 
that zone during that calendar day.
Cumulative Frequency Curve.— Number of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges in the area
25 to 75 miles from the Point Six radar. Curves are based 
on July and August I963 radar and lightning data.
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Cumulative Frequency Curve.— Number of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges in the area
75 to 125 miles from the Point Six radar. Curves are based 
on July and August I963 radar and lightning data.
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
1. There is a significant relationship between the intensity of 
convective thunderstorms as seen on radar and the number of reported 
cloud-to-ground lightning discharges. This relationship is reflected 
in the curves in Figures 5 aiid 6 for strong, moderate, and weaJc echo 
situations. The more intense the echo, the higher the probable number 
of reported discharges.
2. Cartographic presentation of r&dar data and treatment of the 
data by unit areas is practical, lends itself to statistical analysis 
and to comparison with other types of data for the same unit areas.
3. Radar is a valuable tool in lightning research and in the 
study of convective activity but has weaknesses with increased range 
that must be considered in data analysis.
On the basis of this evaluation of I963 radar and lightning data, 
it can be concluded that there does exist a definite relationship 
between the intensity of radar echoes and the number of observed cloud- 
to-ground lightning discharges. It is possible to establish the proba­
bility of the number of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges that will 
occur over a given area in the northern Rockies from data on the 
occurrence of convective cells as reflected by radar echoes of known 
intensity over the same area. Whether these probabilities apply to 
other regions remains in question.
There are pronounced differences in the physical character of 
thunderstorms that develop over different geographic areas.
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Data were available from a 3 om. vertical scan radar for storms 
occurring during the summer of I961. Maximum heights of radar echoes 
during thunderstorms varied from 22,000 feet (6,700 meters) m.s.l. to
43.000 feet (13,000 meters) m.s.l. This indicates that the mountain 
thunderstorm is relatively shallow when compared with storms occur­
ring over the plains east of the Rockies where radar tops from 90,000 
to 60,000 feet (15,000 to 18,000 meters) are common.
The minimum echo height for lightning to be present is about
21.000 feet (6,400 meters) m.s.l. As the maximum radar echo height 
increases, the total number of lightning discharges also increases.
The radar heights recorded by Weather Bureau radar personnel during I963 
are similar to those of I961. The radar data composite maps in the 
Appendix carry average radar top data for strong, moderate, and weak 
echoes. The increase of lightning with increase in height of radar tops 
can readily be seen. For example, on July 15, the maximum radar top 
observed in the study area was 20,100 feet m.s.l., and the only light­
ning observed was six discharges at Monument Lookout. Again on 
August 31, the maximum height of the observed radar echoes was 20,300 
feet m.s.l., and only one lookout. Hell's l/2 Acre, reported lightning, 
twelve cloud-to-ground discharges. In contrast, the maximum radar top 
for the summer was reported on August 13 and reached a height of 49,000 
feet m.s.l. On that date. Gem Peak Lookout reported 7^5 cloud-to-ground 
lightning discharges, Lookout Mountain Lookout reported 625, and Thoma 
Lookout 274. Twelve other lookouts reported appreciable lightning 
activity. (See Appendix, Tables IV and V.) Cumulative frequency curves
D. M. Fuquay and R. G. Baughman, Project Skyfire Lightning 
Research. Final Report to the National Science Foundation. Intermoun­
tain Forest and Range Exp. Sta., U.S. Forest Serv., U.S. Dep. Agr., 
December 1, I962, p. 48.
lllbid.. p. 53-
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5 and 6 were drawn from data gathered in the northern Rockies and should 
not be considered as necessarily applicable to other areas with differ­
ent topographic and climatological regimes.
The cartographic presentation of the data appears to have been 
satisfactory for the purposes of this study. It was used in an effort 
to keep the lightning data, gathered by an observer for a twenty-mile 
radius of his lookout, related to radar echo data for a comparable area. 
The available lightning data give no indication of location of indi­
vidual discharges within the unit areas. Radar data were considered in 
the same manner; a determination was made as to whether strong, moderate, 
or weak echoes were present for the unit area for the calendar day.
These data were then correlated with corresponding lightning discharge 
counts to produce the cumulative frequency curves.
Radar has an obvious value as a meteorological tool. It has the 
capacity to locate and determine the intensity of meteorological tar­
gets as reflected by the mass of water present. Inherent weaknesses 
in present day radar, however, do tend to limit its usefulness. The 
WSR-57 radar does not "see" convective activity as well at 100 miles 
as it does at 25 miles; therefore, it is necessary for the individual 
using radar data to correct for range. Another factor involved is the 
tendency of radar to distort a meteorological target. As the beam 
passes the target, the target is elongated in azimuth and its perimeter 
is not precisely defined, ruling out miorostudies.
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Opinion is divided on whether lightning per se can be seen on a 
radarscope. Ligda,^^ in his article "Radar Storm Observation" in the 
Compendium of Meteorology, claims that li^tning can be observed with 
ten-centimeter radar. He says; "The echo signal from lightning is 
transient, usually lasting less than l/2 second, but it is easy to
l'adetect visually on the scope." Battan, working with twenty-three- 
centimeter radar photographed what he considered to be lightning dis­
charges as they appeared on a radarscope. The consensus of those who 
have operated the Point Six radar in Missoula, is that lightning cannot 
be observed with a degree of consistency that would provide worthwhile 
data.^^ The value of radar to lightning research comes primarily from 
analysis of convective cells, their characteristics and distribution in 
relationship to associated lightning, forest fires, and precipitation.
An attempt was made late in this study to examine reports of 
twenty-four-hour precipitation amounts from the twenty-eight lookouts 
that had reported lightning for Project Skyfire. On the basis of pre­
cipitation data from the lookouts, there was no appreciable difference 
in precipitation amounts for strong, moderate, and weak echo situations. 
This could have resulted from a situation where strong echoes were
^^Myron G. H. Ligda, "Radar Storm Observation", Compendium of 
Meteorology. American Meteorological Society, Boston, Massachusetts
1951, p. 1276.
13Louis J. Battan, Radar Meteorology. (Chicago, Illinois: Univer­
sity of Chicago Press, 1959)^ pp. 109-111.
^^Personal interview with D. M. Henry, W. H. Henning, J. P. 
Osborne and others, U.S. Weather Bureau office, Missoula, Montana, 1965.
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present because the convective cells responsible has not yet begun to 
unload the precipitation that caused the strong radar return and the 
weak echoes were from deteriorating cells from which precipitation had 
already fallen. More likely is the explanation that the precipitation 
sample was totally inadequate.
The sampling is from one precipitation gage for every 1,256  
square miles. The showery nature of convective precipitation and the 
point sampling of one gage per unit area would make it impossible to 
get a representative precipitation sample.
It would be interesting to set up a system of gages similar to 
that used in California’s San Dimas Experimental Forest. This system 
of gages samples a 1?,000-acre area with 318 gages, one for every 
50 a c r e s . W h i l e  the area sampled is relatively small, the coverage 
is excellent. The Weather Bureau has a WSR-57 radar on Catalina Island 
which would provide excellent coverage of the San Dimas area. The 
primary limitation there is a lack of frequent thunderstorms in the Los 
Angeles area; this, however, should not be a deterrent to studies of 
radar echoes and frontal precipitation.
In conclusion, it can be said that in spite of some shortcomings, 
radar provides the researcher with a new tool and a new approach to the 
study of convective activity and thunderstorms.
^^E. L. Hamilton, Rainfall Sampling on Rugged Terrain. U.S. Dep. 
Agr., Washington, D.C., Technical Bulletin IO96, 195^, p. 3*
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Attenuation, Decrease in energy with increased distance from the 
power source due to action of the transmitting*medium. Radar energy is 
attenuated by gases and precipitation in the atmosphere, appreciably in 
the case of three-centimeter wavelength radars but with negligible 
effect on ten-centimeter wavelengths and higher. Attenuation can also 
be introduced to radar receivers by known steps to decrease effective 
sensitivity.
Beam filling. The extent to which a radar beam is filled by a 
meteorological target.
Bloom. Term applied to luminous areas on a radarscope caused by 
scattering of radar energy by topographic features close to the trans­
mitting antenna. Bloom detracts significantly from the effectiveness of 
radar by partially or totally blotting out precipitation echoes on the 
scope.
Decibel. Unit representing the ratio between any two amounts of 
power (P) at two different points.
db = 10 log
Decibels are the units used by the U.S. Weather Bureau in 
describing the introduction of attenuation and consequent loss of sensi­
tivity in radar receivers. For example, introduction of nine db's of 
attenuation into the Missoula WSR-57 eliminates very weak convective 
•cell echoes leaving weak, moderate, and strong echoes. Introduction of 
another fifteen db's cuts receiver sensitivity to a level where only 
moderate and strong echoes remain.
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Radial divergence. R$,dar signals directed at a target scatter 
with, only part of the signal arriving at the target. The signal 
diverges radially and a large proportion never returns to the antenna 
and radar receiver. Figure 3 illustrates this loss of signal as 
expressed in watts/m.^ and in decibels.
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APPENDIX I
Table II
DAILY TOTALS— Cloud-To-Ground Lightning Strikes
July, 1963
STATION 1 _P 1 k 5 6 _7,_ ,.9. la Jl. 19 11 ill- 13 16 .17 18 1.9. 90_ 21 22 21 2k 2u 17 28 29 80 81
Bald Mountain 4
Bis Swede 7 22 5 4
Blaf'-k Pine 365 N H3 49 35 /07 /86 0 15
Cable Mtn. 35 9 37 2 8 56 9 3
Camel ' s Humn 96
Coeur dlAOene 4 20 /3
Colorado (oO //4 88 /29 13 /4 loi42
Coolv/ater 20 42 S'
Cooney /% !&03/ i5 7 23 36 4
Dalton 9 7 / 9 25 3 3 43 2
Desert Mtn. 5 23 /a 53 47 662 /2
Htoerine 44 /6 7 6" 5* /7 2 23
Gem Peak /ÔÔ 69 3 /8
Half Dome 77 23 w
Table III
DAILY TOTALS— Clovd-To-Ground Lightning Strikes
July, 1963
STATION _1_ p 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 J3.J-k35- 17 39 20 21 22 23 27 28 29 30 31
Hell's 1 /2 Aoi’e 3G a C/o /4 4 3 6 /8
Hemlodc /6 /6 / /
Hidden Peak 5 2
Jersey Mtn, 8
___
LO-QkPiit... Mt.ru__
Meadow Peak
3
69 2/ /ce 64 /
Monument 324 2$ /5b 42 / 6 35 /4 35 /48 29 17 65
0 'Dell a /2 t(o 137 /s 8 4 /2 7
/3 97
Red tîtn. 21 227 26 9 5J 3 4
Slide Rook 7 /6 88
Stark Mtn. 2 /
Thoma 2 VJl
Table IV
DAILY TOTALS— Cloud-To-Ground Lightning Strikes 
August, 1963
STATION 1 2 3 k 5 6 B ..9 in 11 12 13 14 1*? 1$ 17 IR 19 21 22 2R 24 2*? 26 27 28 29 10 31
Bald Mountain //9 43 6 B5 /o /5 25
2Big Swede /6 87 C 3
Black Pine 4 29 224 367 28 /4 97 9 Hi
Cable Mtn. 9 il /6 // /(r /2 8
Camel'r Hnmp 131 709 62 25 /a
CnftiTr* H • Al «n0 /© 9 3
Colorado ^4 // 2 36 G 83 92 37 205 23 20 7o5
Coolwater /8 65 72 27 88 33 70 r
Cooney 34 247 76 /O 60 S 47 58 4
Dalton 5* S 2 / 60 28 4 /3 52 é 4 5 7 77 33 52 24
Desert Mtn. 4 / //8 49 96 88 8 7
Snerine / 3 3 3 6" 7 / r
Gem Peak 7 45- 73 7:?
Half Dome / /2 //7 /5 566 /33 UJ0\
Table V
DAILY TOTALS— Cloud-To-Ground Lightning Strikes 
August, 1963
STATION 2211la 11 la 2a
223 33367Hfllil̂  1 /2 Acre
7268 30Hemlook
79Hidden Peak
/2L6732
212 32C7BUS n tJLnnkout.Mtn
70Meadow Peak
86Ô377Monument
200'Dell
US23H9Patrol
/2SRed Mtn
Slide Rock
!3oStark Mtn
57 23Bo znThoma
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^  dJl ^ Block Pipe^
Coolwoter ^  EmenneC±)j
®  " o  \  ,
Heirs 1/2 Acre o(?^ "
Œ % L,Jefs$y Mt. ''
r  J WEAK ECHOES 
E Z 3  MODERATE ECHOES
—11 STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MANNED
O  24 H3. LI GHTNING TOTAL 
DATE TÔly 3j fS&̂ ______
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS 2L
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK Ĉ>̂ yûo
MOD. 30 34, C.o<s
STG, 6 41, 200
__wrfo.
YELLOWSTONE
r
^sertMt
WgIfDome
^  * ®  o  g )
G
Big Swede
CE)
dowPk
Cwnd
Bold m  
tô] 0 ©A'orv:*md
ColoradocresUCE)
Heîrs 1/2 Acre 
JersovMt, d  X  %
O'Dell
/
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTSiotAr£o r.TTHfn cr / 1 r.rr̂vs Af tons ji/y AAc/v) iiV̂ALLATMfi.
SCftLC
M ir 6 •« M 34 <J iÛMM.
AQAiwy gy; >?.  ̂ /»er
[ 1 WEAK ECHOES
E S 3  MODERATE ECHOES
n Z H  STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  HR. LI GHTNING TOTAL 
DATE IviY Jo tecs
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS 2 21
RADAR TOP DATA
TY Ft NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK I9.S00
MOO. 9 Z7,7à0
STG. 3 9 ,0 0 0
 ------
YELLOW STONE
hccjrr.rrno
Dosert Mt 
q Î S  Half Dome
Big Swed^
Meadow Pk 
vGemPk t e
ur d'Alene ' 
^  I
Cornel s Hump 
o
Bold Mt.
t£) o liTommcnf (2)pgj[cn
O Q O  ^erocu
Junctl
Colorodo 
(2 )Hem!
Highland
Hell's 1/2 Acre ®O'D^
Jersev Mt. \
coofwoiQ-
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS 
iq < a t£ p  wiTHfn &Ç h 'x  nr.oius or
USWB POiNT Sir PAOAf) L'JSTAUATtCH. 
SCALC
Ê* f  t •« M  M  O  fOMW.
P̂Awicer: p.HOttAAiA t9es
r  1  WEAK ECHOES 
E S 3  MODERATE ECHOES 
STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE TvlY if. 19C3
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS 11^
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE 1 NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK 1 2 2 /S'.éûo
MOD. 0
STG. 0 —  .
rII
■A
_________ -*S£---------
YELLOWSTONE
ir>7TlQ
(̂ scrt I/ÎÎ 
ts D  Half Done
M3Qdov/f% 
\ÆsmRi. 'Œ>
U  XxbyCoeur d'AfeSs i
g s / CD <5> 'c
O u n c ^  -.^
Hcml^
0
CoolwafRf
<E)
Jersev Mt.
crock
kwrc
PROJECT SKYFIRE L r"  :<OUTSIOCAT£0 Vftrtf/M Cf Æ31 / LCf 0F 
(ffna POtNT S i r  RAOM ) L . ..M .A T M H .
SCAL£
M r A ** «3 M  <» WfSL
X ^ M fS V ^ :  P.HOHKALA
ôftoîl
Hid t o  Pk. , „
rJ%3dk%PSCüWek!,
ColorodoCD
1 I WEAK ECHOES 
Lk;  j  MODERATE ECHOES
L —1 STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  Kn. LIGHTNirCG TOTAL
DATE JÔLY t2. lfH(3
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS
RADAR TOP DATA
Highland
Heirs 1/2 Acre
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK / y /2JC0
MOD. Û -■ ^
STG . o - ' —
rII
L l
 -------
Y E L L O O o T O N E
f
Big Swede
O Half Dome
t DMeodowPk 
"yGgmAL * 0
pQtrotCwnefWHump
B o M  Df. UsotKx^
O  ^
Juo^on
rW*ei
Highland
_ J— —
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTSi9CMrt0 rn/rmm artat, atso/tfs #r 
ustm  m w v r  3t r  aAoAm m m u A r m t
SCAL£
f 1 WEAK ECHOES 
E ^ J  MODERATE ECHOES
STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MANNED
O  24 KR^IOHTNING TOTAL 
DATE *A>LY tÿ & S
NO. RADAR DBSERVSXnONS 
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE KO. Ava HEIGHT
WEAK
MOO.
sra
 ----------
YELLOerSTONE
5 5r
yieaàoM
lûrodo
0
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
IP€MT€0 mTHtM m r mtL M O fVS o r
usirm rotMT Six màùof» instâu .atio m ,  
SCAL£
M f  # 4 M >« 4i
PtlAmoe & r: # .  HOHt<êL^
1 I WEAK ECHOES 
t: i  j  MODERATE ECHOES
LU STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MANNED 
O 24 HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL
DATE Jucf !4. ises
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS 43 
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK 26 2% 400
MOO. M % 6 0 o
STG. l i "30,000
YELLOWSTONE
Big Swede
dTVIofie
Comel%Hwmp
V .  t D
_ J --------
DesgtMt 
L J ]  Half Dome
0
^(9
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
I t A T t D  m T u m  «TAM. tk0t>»VS AFicmge Fomr sur /*4a«p tusTMLArrmt,SCALK
Pm/mm 9T.
RmW M* Lookout ML 0
A . Hlohlond
r I WEAK ECHOES 
( j  MODERATE ECHOES 
t — J  STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MANNED
O  24  WE LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE JuLY / f  /9fe3
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS %
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK /2 20 , /oo
MOO. O —
sra o —•
rII
1
 ----------
YELLOC/BTONE
Desert Mt 
t Z )  Half Dome
• O
Big Swede
o
Meadow Pk(Z)yGerrjPk.
oeur d'Alene
îTA
Cornell Hump
V O
Bold Mt. Lookou!i«- \
O  O  V ^
d u n c ^  A . . V
Hemlock /
Hidden PiL •
J
Coolwoter
o
Coone Potrol
erock
MOVfT.
----
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
10<AT£D WtrHIN gf//W. RADIUS OF 
USWB POINT 5/Jr RADAR INSTAUATlON,
SCALC
Pr a w n  s r :  r .ho nk ala  im s
I I WEAK ECHOES 
[ "•-'■I MODERATE ECHOES 
STRONG ECHOES
Monument
O
Coloradoo
,  Highland __
Hell's 1/2 Acre nCZJtJer̂ Mt. . V/ S CDo  0 \
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O 2 4  HR. LI GHTNING TOTAL 
date JÔ€.y 16, /363
NO. RADAR .OBSERVATIONS
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK / go, 600
MOD.
STG.
__________ -wS'----------
Y EL LO W STO N E
B.CIMHO AUA_MOfrcMOfT
Desert Mt 
^ 0 1  Ho If Dome
"Œ)
o
MonumentBold Mt.
erock loro do
en neCooiwQter
4
lAOHT.
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
iocAr£P wnniH as N(a. r a d i u s o f 
USWB POINT Stx RADAR INSTAlLATlaN.
SCRL£
I* J- e M W  34 <0 MMM. 
PRAWN b y : R.HONNALA I36S
I I WEAK ECHOES 
E S 3  MODERATE ECHOES
E H j  s t r o n g  e c h o e s
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4 HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE 7ul.y n. f9t3
NO. RADAR .OBSERVATIONS 2 Z .
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK 2 7  Ooo
MOD. la 3 6 )0 0 0
STG. 0
*l?/lOA/r woRe&inWr Ki~0-I9̂3
--------- -------------
YELLO W STO N E
IPAUO M ONTM ONT
Swede 
Meadow Pk
jliyCoeur d'Alene \  
g l /  Œ )  I Potro
Bald Mt. Look
Dolton
crock
loro do
< î ? @
C O
-J--
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
lO C A T fP  M n n iN  US' M l.  KADIVS OF 
USWB POINT 5/JT RADf^B INSTAUATION,Scalp
to S O to to 30 ̂0 SOfM, 
PRAWN b y : R.h o n k a l a  tBes
I I WEAK ECHOES 
e H J  MODERATE ECHOES
C. J  STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL
DATE Jt/t-Y / 8 j  <9C3
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS32= .
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK
MOD. Z Z 3 4 ,  VOO
STG.
----- ----------
Y E L LO W STO N E
ac.
IPAMO lAO»iT.
Big Swede
! O
f̂ 'eadowPk
e•yGem Fk. CD
A lta
'ô ur̂ dV\iene
fsjo
Comers H u fV  
Bald M t  LookouIMt \  Storly^dt.
CD C)
Junc^on
Hem^çck
Coo!v;oter
o
Jersev Mt.
erock
MOWT.
SA5jC_KtOMT.
Desert Mt 
h ) liolfDome
" O
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS 
l o c A r r o  w t r m N  R A D tifS  o f
US\\£i FkV N T  RAÙAR INtTALLATtOH.
5C/!/,r
10 5 o <a f.3 ,>0 43 f0 AM.
PRAWH b y : R.HOHKALR iSôS
^IrolÎZ)
I 1 WEAK ECHOES 
k  ' I m o d e ra te  e c h o e s
Monument
O
Hidden Pk., ,
Colorado
CD
Hell's 1/2 Acre
c 5 L
Highland
O'Dcl
STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE J'ULY IS J / ^ 6 3
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS___
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK
MOD.
STG.
MONf.__
"  VWTO.
YELLO W STO N E
ac.
PAMO MOfcT.
SAStC_
fAo»rr.
Big Swede
C D
Meadow Fk 
'\Geni Fk. 'C D
Desert tr.t
Half Dome
.Patrol 
o
Dalton
$ /Coeur d'Alene
tomel's Hump 
Bold Mt. Lookout t/.t. \
ID) ®  \ G'
dunctton ' i -
f o
Hemlock /
( S  HJdden Rc
A  coble Mt
9 / p \  ^
Highland
 ̂ C ^ i W ^ / 2 Acre - Œ )
Coolv/ûter
Coone
Greek
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
locArrp tv/r«/v ns'UM. r  a pi vs of 
USVtB POINT 5! k  RADAR INSTALLATION.
SCALE
f*TO •« t9 49 SONIA.
PR A WN B r :  R. NOfJNAL A is e s
Monument
o
1 1 V/EAK ECHOES
MODERATE ECHOES
o STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MANNEDo 2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL
DATE July 2o^
Colorado
4̂%
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS SL 
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO, AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK 5 2oo
MOD.
STG.
o —
o • —
KAONT." \wx0.
Y ELLO W STO N E
*̂ ÛHT Morrr.
BIg Swede
MeodowPk
irs'
V 6em Pk. 
ur d'Alene
CD
orocU
Cornel's Hump
Bold Mt.‘-ookoum. \  S;or
Junction 
Hemigcji JCD Hid^Pk.
)
Hell's 1/2 Acre
“ • ' S
Desert Mt 
tZ D  Half Dome
• O
SA5jC_
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTSlocArro wiTHifj «rAîît radius cf' 
USWB POINT 5!y  RADAR INSTAU AT/O //.
S Ç A L £ ___
**"fo HUL
t^AWN b y : R.h o m k a l a  f9os
Coone
Monumatfo
Coohvoter
O
Colorodo
t D
Highland
I 1 WEAK ECHOES 
1 MODERATE ECHOES
C J  s t r o n g  ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE Jbt.'T 2 r . OC-3
NO. RADAR .OBSERVATIONS____
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK
MOD.
STG.
r
n.
__________ -wS’----------
Y E L L O W S T O N E
X : L̂TA_
MONT.
Big Swede
GemPk.
Meado\wPk
CÜ)
Desert Mt
Half Dome
• o
*1?/Coeur d'Alene $1 Ë D  I
Corners Hump 
Bald Mt. L o o k a im . \
t £ )  ^
Junction
Hemlock f
Hidden
Coolwoter
O
crock
—
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
LOCATIP M T H tr /  IZS" f/M . HADH/S OF 
USWB POINT S i r  RADAP INSTALLATION.
SCAL£
linTo WA.
Prawn er: r . h o n k a l a  tses
WEAK ECHOES
Cooney ,  Potrol
tZ)
Dolton
Monum^t5
G ZO
Colorado
tZ)
® Coble Mt
C D
Hell's Acre 
Jersey t^t. ^
Highland
O'Dell
O
Lÿ i j  MODERATE ECHOES
L ~ J  STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
CD 2 4 HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE yvLr22, 1963______
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS J £ .
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK t 24,000
MOD. / 37,000
STG. / 0̂,000
r
J _ X 1.
----------
Y ELLO W STO N E
Big Swode
MeodowPk 
V Gem Ph. *C D
C^sert Mf 
tZ D  Half Done
*CD
:o0ur d'Alene ch I
Hump
Bald Mt. \
Cowii
MWt
_ i
.Potrol
C D
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
l9tAr£P WiTHtN US'K’:.\ FirOfUS CF 
USim POINT Sty ÆîD/ÎP Û J-TALLATICN»
SCA L£
t i l f o  «**#&$ < i  inKfA, 
A%AWV 8Y: R.HOfiKALA
Colorodo
ide
COCooWt^r
f I WEAK ECHOES 
I ' I  MODERATE ECHO ES
L I D  s t r o n g  e c h o e s
KM —  s t a t io n  n o t  MANNED
O 2 4  HR. LIGHTNING t o t a l  
DATE . Æ ly  27, 0 6 3
KO. RADAR .03S'iP.V«nONS _
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. /  '3. HEIGHT
WEAK C» ^9.000
MOD. / 33^000
STG. 0
YELLO IVSTO N E
MONT.I IDA
Desert Mt ^  
t5 D  rhnf Dome
I Big Swede
MeadowPk
GemPk. fe) 
0
0oeur d'Alene SSI I V
\CQm3lt Hump
Bald Mt. Lookô îîutor
üunctîoî
ora do
%c n EmeriCoolwoter
»
m -
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS 
iocAT£D wnniN HT n:x nnoius cr
tÂSWB POINT S ix  PAOAR tf/STAUATJO f/. 
SCALC
*#fo >« 00 30 <a fa MM. 
:> R A W N B Y : F . h o n k  ALA tS C S
I I V/EAK ECHOES
[■'2Vj m o d e r a t e  e c h o e s
1 .] STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
CD 2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE JucY 24, /9fe3
NO. RADAR .OBSERVATIONS £ I _
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK M 2<^4oo
MOD. 8 58 ,000
STG. 7 43yOoo
r ^ .
rII
. L
MOWT.__—  ---- WXO.
Y EL LO W STO N E
I IDAHO
Big Swede ^  Desert Mt
tâ D  Ç \ )  C E ) HalfDoma*CE)
Meadow Pk
' v G e m n t .  CD
Y
d'Alene \
Corndii Hump
v r f e )
Bald Mt. Lookout. \
t D  t D  V  ^
Junction *» -
Œ )
Hemlock /
Hidden
Coolwoter
C D\
Coone
crock
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS 
l q c a t s o m w / v  n s t t A  Fifioius o r  usiva psîur SiX /?4as/? itatAuArioH»
t*tr% f u m~<i fatf*.
P.HOt̂ALA tsos
r  g ' * '  0
Wonmr̂ i
A  E n ? ^ ® C g M t
Highland
Hell's 1/2 Acre
( 7 7 /  O’DoH
Jersey Mt. V '  S C D  , ^
O
I ] WEAK ECHOES 
E H 3  tXODERATE ECHOES
[Zj s t r o n g  e c h o e s
NM “  STATION NOT MANNED
O 2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE )b iY  26T, <963
NO. RADAR .OBSERVATIONS JZ.
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK /a t 3 ,  S'OO
MOD. 0 —
STG. 0 :--
r — —
Y E L L O W S T O N E
DajscftMt 
tsD HQ{?Dont9
Big SwedaUZ)
MoadowPk 
VgemPk. CS>T
oeur d̂ Aignc? \
« '  Œ )  ICmnd% K l̂t^V,CD
toD t£>
Uundlcn 
Hemlock /
Codtvofer J  oCD L
)  a
HgîFs Acre 
Jei'sĝ ĵ Mt. T|
g
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTSlocArffp n7TWAV /2T/r:̂  r"/7;t/j* r.f ttsnvj «?/ivr Sfif r/:d.V) L̂sr̂.uAn̂fi,
______S CALE
PfiAtÿŝer:
I I WEAK ECi.’CES 
f '-v K I MODERATE ECHOES
L_J STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT WANNED
O  2 4  KR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE Jui-y ZC. Jâi3
NO. RADAR .OSSir.WiVlONS 12-
RADAR TO? D.ATA
TYPE m. f TVO. HEIGHT
VÆAK 25" 24, /OO
LIDO. 2 33 ,000
STG. 0 ■
— —  
YELLO IVG TO N E
EJq Sivods
(Z)
r/̂ adov/Pk 
' 6cm  Rt. f e )Xjp^n
Tm  Â o.^r ',
| l /  ( Z )  I
Ccndt Hump
X G )
Bisidr^t ljc :;tcu } f.'.h V  StcTis/^M
t b  t Z )  \  C T Î
\
Homloci )
( 4  E - i f g ^ ^ c g r ^ .
Dasert Mt
Hol?DcjTiO
PROJECT SKYFine LOCKOUTS£cc/:r£0 rjrm'/// c/c;::i3 f̂irrr st»
Sc/ ’ G"
.R n
Coon
E^dcrcctiCD
Q̂>)on
Codr;atnfCD
Heirs 1/2 Acre
" â\
Colorado
C B
..
f I WEAK ECHOES 
[••■••••'•••1 MODERATE ECHOES
L_J STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  K3. U6HTN1MG TOTAL
DATE Joly Z
NO. RADAR/03SEr;\'.\T10:;3
RADAR TOP DATA
Highland
TYPE P̂ O. AVG. HEIGHT
1WEAK
MOD.
STG. •
r ^ . - YELLOIVSTONE
Big Swede
MeadovtfPk 
•vgemPh. *CD
^i^Æoeur d'Alene \
Œ D  I
Ccmel's Hump
Bald Mf. \
tZ) ®  V G _
OundfâjH u 2  
CoolvvQîQrCE>
Dessert Mt 
0 3  Half D ^ a
ooo
PROJECT SKYFIRc LOOKOUTS 
i9CArro r.triuf* c r /  i ;t/s or(G%0 A?/.vr 3/Jr /ï.a i\^ iV iU A T tO H ,
SCA LS,7̂ . ' laaaAr£.- ZT1 ttré w u S4
qckPip
r  1 V/EAK ECHCÎS  
r 'A  ! MODERATE ECHOES
L J  STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O 2 4  KR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE Jopy Z8, >963____
no. RADAR .03S£r..:Tr;o;.’s £z_
RADAR TOP D.ATA
TYPE NO. AVG.L/'JCHT
WEAK ts 2 6 ,5bo
MOD. tz 3^9o0
STG. 3 3*6,000
__________ -’îfS;-----------
YELLOIVSTONE
IPAMO MOfcr.
Desert Mt 
h n  HolfDome
•CD
Big Swede
MeadowPk 
vGeni Fk. CD
tcm Gl’s Hump
C B
.Potfol<r t B
BoldMt. Loo’«5!U:^- \  SM:
t B  ^  V
Junction ^
M
0
Qolorodo
(P O
Û
Ci
£Ç, q O
crock
Hemlock f
Hlddsn Pk
CoolwQter
S )
Heirs \rp Acre 
J e r m M t .  \
O’Dell O
%
V  --
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTSUCAT£P WtTMW tfTAÎÎl nr.Ott/S CF 
ttSViQ PO iNT S t ir AADJW P^STALLArjafT,
SCALC
PflAW /fBY: n.W»tXALA  V s g f
]  WEAK ECHOES 
MODERATE ECHOES
L — J STRONG ECHOES
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE VuCfZS.Oc.-̂
NO. RADAR .OBSERVATIONS « 2 .
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK // 22y600
MOD. o —
STG. o —
 -----------
Y ELLO W STO N E
Dasert Mt 
? ) HolfDome
Big Swede
o
MeodowPk 
'\Gem Pk. * 0
xI?yCoeur d'Alene
ll o Coone .Patrol
tZ)Comsrs Hump
o
Bold M t L o o k o u t. \  Stork/Mt
O  ^
ü u n c ^
Hemlock /
C D  Hidden R
Monumonf
O
îûorock Colorodo
o  Û
CooIwQ ter
o
Highland
Hell's 1/2 Acre
C ^ L  O 'D ^
Jersgy Mt. S CD
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTS
L0CAT£D WtTHtN OS'tJrA. K^iDtUS CF 
U5WB POINT Sty RADf^P tNSTRlLATlOH,
SQALC
lire Ï5 io3e <j ro//M. 
PRAWN by: F.NMNALA ISCJ
I 1 WEAK ECHOES
I; I MODERATE ECHOES
l Z J  s t r o n g  e c h o e s
NM —  STATION NOT MANNED
O  2 4  HR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE JifLY ̂ o,lSc3
NO. RADAR OBSERVATIONS _ 3 _
RADAR TOP DATA
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK 3 O O O
MOD. c —
STG. d ----
YELLO W STO N E
ac
Big Svjê e
R
MeodoïvPk 
VGemFk. O
oeur d'Alene
tomel's Hump 
Bold Mt. LockoulMt. \
tD O
iluncĵ Ton 
Hem|ç)cl<
Desert Mt 
t H )  Half Dome
Cool water
o
'
Coone
erock
Hidden
MOflT.
J_ _ SA5jC_
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTSiocArcp wnMiN fZT h'M. RADHJS or USiSB PCtNT 5tx RADAR INSTALLATlO/V.
SCALE
1#• T O 14 t9 30 <a SOSfA.
l̂ RAwu by: r.nonkala tscs
\trzv W 4 7
-Tov’5 ?6/V7 300
patrol
t D
Dalton
* o
Mo'rèirncnf'
O
Colorado
o
Highland
O’Dell
O
[ I WEAK ECHOES
MODERATE ECHOES
C l  STRONG ECHOES
NM — STATION NOT MA.
O  2 4  KR. LIGHTNING TOTAL 
DATE 7 o l y  3f. ____
NO. RADAR -OBSERVATIONS _ ± _
RADAR TOP DATA
Hell's 1/2 Acre
c U L
TYPE NO. AVG. HEIGHT
WEAK 5^ 2.f̂ 6oo
MOD. o —
STG. O :------
 -----
Y E L L O W S T O N E
IMMO
Dig Swede 
• O O
Moadow^Pk o  
'vGemFk. O  o ^
I S  "
gl$ ^opur d'Alene \
Q D  I
Comol% Hump
B -ij M» Lookout Mt. \  StorkAtt,^  tE) \ ^
\
Junction .
C D
Hemlock f
Hidden
Desert M tO  
<<ZD HoTOomeD 'CD 
0
Coone
Moerr.
SA>jC_T̂SJh*.
PROJECT SKYFIRE LOOKOUTStocArro mrHtn Æf AMt radios or 
USWâ POINT SIX RADAR INSTALLATION,
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